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LCSA’s
Partners
LCSA acknowledges its partnerships with government, collegial peak
bodies, sector networks and commercial organisations:
Community Services, NSW Department of Family and Community
Services, providing funding for:



Core Operations
Targeted Capacity Building Project

Community and Early Years Division, Community Services, NSW
Department of Family and Community Services:



Community Builders Program
Transition Resource Project

Home Power Savings Program, NSW Office of Environment and
Heritage
Forum of Non-Government Agencies (FONGA) and particularly the
“CSGP Roundtable Peak Bodies”
Australian Neighbourhood House and Centre Association (ANHCA)
Australian Research Alliance for Children and Youth (ARACY)
Australian Community Indicators Network (ACIN)
The Family Action Centre, University of Newcastle
Fiscal Policy Studies Institute
People Advantage
Internet Vision Technologies (IVT)
The Bradfield Nyland Group (LCSA MSO)

The Local Community Services
Association is a state-wide,
representative body whose purpose is
to prevent social exclusion and
promote social inclusion and
community strengthening through
supporting, developing and
promoting neighbourhood centres
and other community based and
community managed organisations
which focus on community
development, social inclusion and
community-focussed services.

LCSA’s
Aims

LCSA’s
Purpose

1. To actively maintain, develop and promote
locally managed, integrated/generalist
community services.
2. To advocate and represent the interests of
members.
3. To identify issues affecting members and
develop strategies to deal with them.
4. To link members and encourage mutual
support and action.
5. To support and resource members to meet
the needs of their communities.
6. To effectively and efficiently manage LCSA.
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President’s Report
The work of LCSA continues to be
guided by the eight elements of the
Neighbourhood Centre Renewal
Strategy:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Vivienne Bruce

Renewed membership
Renewed community engagement
Using the full range of community development strategies
Providing quality services grounded in evidence based practice
Adequate data collection to demonstrate service achievement and contribution
Promoting networks of partnerships
Achieving good governance and policy development
Gaining adequate funding, through:
 current funding sources
 capacity to compete in tender processes
 gaining PBI and DGR status across the sector

Over the past year LCSA has concentrated on
elements 2, 3, 4, 5 and 8 as we have
particularly concentrated our efforts on
working with the Community and Early Years
Division of Community Services to enable the
transition of centres and services from the
Community Services Grants Program to
Community Builders and also on working in
collaboration with our colleague peak bodies
in each state and nationally to try to gain
Deductible Gift Recipient status for our
members.

ADVOCACY AND CONTRIBUTION TO
GOVERNMENT POLICY
Consolidation: LCSA’s first priority in 2010-2011
was to consolidate the gains made for the sector
through the transition from the Community
Services Grants Program to Community Builders.
This has been accomplished by:
 LCSA staff participation in every CSGP
regional “roadshow” during August 2010
 The establishment of the Transition
Resource Project
 Ongoing negotiation and collaboration
with the Communities and Early Years
Division of Community Services,
Department of Community and Family

Services on behalf of the sector as LCSA
members and other Community Builders
funded services raised transition
associated issues.
Evaluation: In the opinion of the LCSA
Management Committee, the establishment of
Community Builders and its associated evaluation
framework and data collection constitutes a
significant initial step towards establishing both an
evidence base for the practice of community
development/community strengthening in our
sector and a reporting system which can
demonstrate the achievement and contribution of
the sector. To this end LCSA staff have:






Developed Results Based Accountability™
(RBA™) templates for the various
elements of Community Builders activities,
based on the previous work of the Results
Based Accountability Pilot Project in 20092010.
Advocated for the use of RBA™ tools in
data collection and RBA™ program
accountability in evaluation of Community
Builders.
Engaged extensively in the development
of the Community Builders’ data collection
and reporting system.

Negotiation: LCSA continues to participate with
its colleague peaks who constitute the national
Australian Neighbourhood Houses and Centres
Association (ANHCA) in our national campaign to
attain Deductable Gift Recipient (DGR) status
across the neighbourhood centre sector. The lead
agency for this campaign has been LCSA’s
counterpart in Victoria, the Association of
Neighbourhood Houses and Learning Centres
(ANHLC) , with ANHCA beginning to take a more
prominent role.
The year started with the progress of the
campaign interrupted by the leadership change
in the federal government. The campaign
working group’s response to this was to create a
small negotiating group consisting of Kaz
Mackay (ANHLC’s DGR campaign consultant),
Michael Beahan, a past President of the Senate,

and LCSA’s Executive Officer, Brian Smith, to
meet all the Ministers and Parliamentary
Secretaries whose portfolios are relevant to the
campaign.
Meetings have been held in Melbourne, Sydney
and Canberra. To date the campaign has been
unsuccessful in persuading the federal
government to implement the relevant
recommendations of the Productivity
Commission’s Study into the Contribution of the
Not For Profit Sector. However the working
group is confident that the situation of
neighbourhood houses and centres is now
understood and appreciated by the federal
government and is hopeful that a positive
resolution may be achieved.
Participation: LCSA has continued to participate
in a number of forums and working groups
which seek to contribute to the development of
government policy, through the agency of its
Executive Officer or Management Committee
members, including:
 The Australian Research Alliance for
Children and Youth (ARACY) project,
Measuring The Outcomes of
Community Organisations.
 The ARACY Steering Committee which
has responsibility for the development,
funding, strategy and implementation of
the National Action Plan for Young
Australians.
 The Australian Community Indicators
Network.
 The Forum of Non Government
Agencies (FONGA) through which the
non-government sector engages in a
range of issues and collectively
communicates insights and concerns to
the government.
 The NSW Home Power Savings Program
Stakeholder Advisory Group.
 The NSW Child Protection Advisory
Group.
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SECTOR DEVELOPMENT AND INNOVATION
Celebration: The 2010 LCSA Conference, Taking
Control: Social Inclusion Through Strong
Community Organisations, saw a return to the
Swiss Grand Bondi for the first time in six years.
The symbolism was not lost on those who could
recall the time when LCSA’s members had a
more strained relationships with their funding
body. On the same stage that a Director General
of the Department of Community Services had
once received a less than enthusiastic reception,
the Minister for Community Services, Linda
Burney, received not one but two standing
ovations as conference delegates expressed
their appreciation for her role in the transition
to Community Builders which provided CSGP
funded services with a 20% increase in
renewable funding. With the success of the
funding campaign, conference delegates
enjoyed the sense of celebration which
pervaded the conference. However the
conference also focussed participants on the
ways in which they can strengthen their
organisations.
Innovation: LCSA continues to innovate in order
to best support and resource its members. This
year saw the commencement of a partnership
with the Bradfield Nyland Group to provide its
excellent resource, Management Support
Online (MSO), to LCSA members in the most
cost effective way. To encourage LCSA members
to take advantage of this partnership, LCSA paid
the first year cost of members who committed
to a three year purchase of MSO through LCSA.
Over 60 member organisations took advantage
of this offer.
Concerned that its members should be best
prepared for the move of industrial awards from
the state to the federal jurisdiction and the
outcomes of the equal pay case before Fair
Work Australia, LCSA has worked with People
Advantage to create the first Role Classification
Framework which is specific to the generic
needs of neighbourhood and community
centres. In this financial year a first draft of the

framework has been presented to a number of
workshops and the refinement process is under
way. It will be continued at the 2011 Conference
and we anticipate completing it in October 2011.
The conclusion of the Targeted Capacity Building
Project saw the production of the first two
resources in a new series, Resources in Brief,
and the completion of the Risk Management and
Operational Sections of the Policy Development
Project. The Risk Management Section has been
distributed and the Operational Section is being
fine tuned following review and comments from
the Office of the NSW Ombudsman and will be
distributed in October 2011.
Communication: LCSA’s greatest innovation this
year was the decision to move its ICT platform to
Internet Vision Technologies’ Associations
Online. The choice of Associations Online was
made because it met all the needs identified by
LCSA’s 2009 review of its technology needs
conducted by Energetica. The process of
creating the new website has taken a lot of
LCSA’s staff time available for communications
during this year but this process has been
worthwhile as it has resulted in a modern,
robust and flexible ICT platform that will serve
LCSA and more importantly its members well
into the future. The process of building the
platform and its associated website has already
opened up new possibilities to LCSA and we look
forward to seeing these come to fruition over
the next two years.
Vivienne Bruce
President
THANKS
Thank you to Members of the Management
Committee for their leadership of LCSA over
the past year and especially to Anna Frank for
her significant contribution as Treasurer.
Thank you to LCSA staff, both those who have
left this year and the current team for your
commitment and achievement on behalf of
LCSA’s members.

Farewell
and thank you

Gabriela Hidalgo

Luke Collins

RBA™ Pilot

Administration

Transition Resource

Christina Radburn
Capacity Building
Transition Resource

Sandra Handley
RBA™ Pilot
Capacity Building
Special Projects

Shirley Chen
Partnerships in
ACE
Membership
Support
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Executive Officer’s
Report
Brian Smith
Within two months we would also have a
significant change of personnel! This increased
the sense that 2010-2011 was to be a year
when we would prepare for new opportunities
and also begin to prepare our members to do
the same.
The first half of this year was spent preparing
both LCSA members and other Community
Builders funded services for the transition from
the Community Services Grants Program
(CSGP) to Community Builders. This
preparation was twofold:



participation in the state-wide “CSGP
roadshows” throughout August
the continuing development of the
suite of RBA™ templates for member
services, which would relate data
collection and measurement of the
actual work accomplished by
neighbourhood and community
centres to the categories of the
Community Builders Services Activity
Descriptions. This was done by the
Transition Resource Project Team.

By the end of 2010 we had a first draft of
possible data collection tools ready. However

As 2010 drew to a close, I had a sense that LCSA had
completed a major piece of work and now needed to
prepare for a number of future opportunities. The
funding campaign had been successful and the
transition from the Community Services Grants
Program to Community Builders was underway.

we chose not to release them as Communities
and Early Years appointed ARTD to undertake a
data reporting project and we needed to wait
until this was complete to ensure the proposed
tools aligned with data reporting requirements.
However, these early drafts were used to
inform the ARTD project and we were also able
to arrange for a number of services to interact
with ARTD as they developed the data
reporting process.
The total change of staff in the Transition
Resource Project between December 2010 and
April 2011 inevitably slowed the work of this
project. However, priority was given to
orienting and briefing the new staff team, who
were also able to use the opportunity to
canvass organisations on their experience of
the transition process to date.
Program design works best when government
agencies consult early on each aspect with
peak bodies and allow time and opportunity
for peak bodies to consult their members. In
the context of Community Builders, I believe all
parties are learning and improving their
participation in this collaborative process.

Community Builders, now placed under
Community Development and Support in the
NSW Budget, provides LCSA members with a
unique opportunity to undertake community
development initiatives in their own
communities. Cogniscant of this, LCSA staff
have been preparing resources which will
enable member organisations to understand
and explore a full range of community
development options. Over the past year a
wide range of resources have been gathered.
Some have already been placed on the new
LCSA website and others will be made available
in 2011-2012. The 2011 Conference will also
stimulate thinking on new community
development opportunities.
Much time has been spent preparing our new
ICT system which included building a new
website and integrating a number of our
systems to ensure one source of truth
processing of information and the optimum
use of automation. This is a project which has
been three years in the making following our
original review of our ICT system and needs.
We made the decision to prioritise the
development of this system on the grounds
that the long term benefits to our members
would outweigh any immediate or short term
communication defficiencies. The new website
was near completion at the end of the current
year and we aim to achieve its full functionality
in the second and third quarters of 2011-2012.
We believe this will make our communication
faster, more efficient and effective, will provide
access to a wider range of resources for our
members and most importantly will facilitate
easier consultation with and input from LCSA’s
member organisations. However, I recognise
that it will probably take 12-24 months before
all member organisations are prepared and
trained to take full advantage of the website’s
full facility.

sector to be able to raise more income
independent of government funding. If some
form of DGR status can be obtained, it should
not be regarded as an end in itself but as the
ground on which member organisations can
source philanthropic funds from their
communities. This will entail the development
of a new fundraising skillset for many member
organisations.
We also continue to prepare the ground for a
wider use of RBA™ population accountability
processes. LCSA’s initiative in the emergence of
what Mark Friedman has called “Results Based
Community Planning” with the very successful
community visioning day and subsequent
planning process undertaken by Maitland
Neighbourhood Centre has led us to continue
to pilot this process under the leadership of
Debbie Carstens.
I want to pay tribute to the tremendous
contribution made to LCSA by staff whose
careeer and personal choices have lead them
beyond LCSA in the past year. Sandra Handley,
Christina Radburn, Gabriela Hidalgo, Luke
Collins and Shirley Chen have each played an
important part in the work of LCSA during a
time of significant achievement. We wish them
all well in their new endeavours.
The new staff, Asha Hewafonsekage, Lyn
Lormer, Can Yaşmut and Debbie Carstens have
already developed into a strong, highly
motivated and highly functional team. LCSA
members can look forward with keen
anticipation to their contribution over the
coming year.

Brian L Smith
Executive Officer

Time spent on negotiating with the federal
government for Deductible Gift Recipient
status for the sector is preparation for the
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Welcome

Can Yaşmut
Transition Resource
Project

Lyn Lormer
Transition Resource
Project

Asha Hewafonsekage
Administration and
Communication

Debbie Carstens
Results Based
Community Planning

Targeted
Capacity Building
Project
As this is my final annual report, I want to start by saying thank you.
Thank you to LCSA for an amazing five years.
Thank you to the hundreds of people from Neighbourhood and Community Centres that I have
connected with during my time at LCSA.
I have learnt so much during my time at LCSA and will definitely miss the many friends I have made
and multitude of organisations I have worked with.
The Targeted Capacity Building Project has now been completed and the final evaluation was
submitted with the results outlined in the 2009/2010 Annual Report. Overall this project had very
positive outcomes for many of the organisations that participated and the learning that has come out
of it has been used in 2010/11 to develop resources and systems to further assist neighbourhood and
community centres and other services targeted by the projects specifications.
Major activities undertaken in the 2010/2011 year included:


produced the Governance edition of Local;



completed the generic Policies and Procedures Manual;



provided intensive capacity building assistance to seven organisations;



produced two Resources in Brief: Building Association Membership and Using Consultants;



reported the NSW results for the inaugural National Survey of Neighbourhood and
Community Centres;



initial organising of the 2011 LCSA Conference to ensure a capacity building focus; and



developed a NSW specific Neighbourhood and Community Centre survey.

Many of the resources produced are available to LCSA members for free in the Members section of
the new website.

Sandra Handley
Special Projects Officer
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Transition
Resource Project
Overview of the Transition Resource Project
(TRP)
In 2010 LCSA received funding from Community
Services to roll out the Transition Resource
Project from 2010-2013, to provide support to
CSGP funded services in their transition into the
Community Builders funding stream.

reported their transition from CSGP to
Community Builders has been a positive
experience and that they felt engaged in the
negotiations. Very few services reported
confusion and a heightened level of anxiety
regarding the transition and expectations for
the future.

This project aims to provide support, training
and resources for all Community Builders
funded projects by:

Initial Progress
The year began with intensive activity as the
“CSGP Roadshow” covered the state informing
centres and services of the impending
transition from the Community Services Grants
Program to Community Builders and Early
Intervention and Placement Prevention.
Together with Executive Officer, Brian Smith,
and Special Project Officer Sandra Handley, the
Transition Resource Project team of Gabriela
Hidalgo and Christina Radburn ensured that
LCSA was present at every regional event. The
team was also continually available over the
phone and in person on request to help
organisations understand the implications of
the transition for their services. The team then
undertook considerable work to take the RBA™
program accountability templates which had
been developed through the RBA™ Pilot Project
and relate them to the Service Activity
Description Framework of Community Builders.
This was done in close collaboration with
Communities and Early Years and has informed
the data collection process for Community
Builders.









Building the community development
sector’s capacity by providing support,
training, provision of appropriate
resources and user friendly tools
Providing the opportunity for learning
and skill development
Providing regional and individual
support to the sector
Providing a mechanism for two-way
feedback between the sector and the
Communities and Early Years (CEY)
Division of Family and Community
Services
Providing a suite of capacity building
strategies to the sector

The transition from CSGP to Community
Builders is a long-term process for over 440
services/projects across the state. The TRP’s
first impressions about trends and emerging
issues reported to LCSA by Community Builders
funded services is that approximately 85% have

A New Team
Lyn Lormer and Can Yaşmut commenced their
roles a Senior Project Officers for the LCSA TRP
in April 2011. In first instance the new TRP
Team sought assistance from the sector and
LCSA members to learn how they are
experiencing the transition from CSGP to
Community Builders within their service. Lyn &
Can contacted over 50 services across all LCSA
Regions with the aim to get as much feedback
as possible regarding the transition process and
to gain an understanding of some trends and
emerging issues across the state.
Providing individual and regional support
The TRP Team has provided support to a
number of services during their negotiations of
their new service specifications. Facilitating a
two way feedback has allowed TRP to be at the
forefront of understanding the transition
issues, challenges and opportunities during a
time of change for our sector.
In consultation with the sector, Community and
Early Years and ARTD, the Transition Resource
Project Team further developed existing RBA
tools into Minimum Data Set Collection Tools.
These tools are aligned with all activities under
the Community Builders funding program and
measure the expected outcomes for
Community Hub, Community Capacity Building
and Skills Development and Sector
Development Activities.
These tools are designed to collect the relevant
data for reporting and compliance purposes
under the Community Builders funding
program. They are available on LCSA’s website.

Collection, Community Development and
Community Engagement as well as links to
useful tools and resources.
Challenges and Opportunities
The Transition Resource Project has
encountered a very positive attitude towards
the challenges and opportunities that this
transition brings to our sector. Enhanced with a
20% increase in funding in recognition of the
value and importance of neighbourhood and
community centres in NSW, Community
Builders is a program which allows for
community development, community
engagement, networking and providing good
governance.
Whilst ‘change is the only constant in life’, TRP
is promoting Community Builders as an
opportunity for funded services to shine by
demonstrating their capacity to deliver quality
services to their communities.
It has been an exhilarating 3 months. We felt
welcomed and appreciated from day one.
Under Brian’s leadership we have become a
part of a LCSA Team that is inclusive and applies
a strength-based approach to all facets of our
work. We are looking forward to working with
you in assisting all Neighbourhood and
Community Centres to be a central part of your
local communities, encouraging participation,
creating networks and working for social justice
issues that improve the lives of your members
and other local residents.
Lyn Lormer & Can Yaşmut

New LCSA Website
The TRP Team has actively contributed to the
development of LCSA’s new and exciting
website. TRP has its own section, which allows
Community Builders funded organisations to
learn about the project and its aims. There are
sections about the RBA Framework, Data
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Treasurer’s
Report
Anna Frank

This year’s consolidated surplus of $92,375.64 was
achieved in part because there was a period of two
months when the Transition Resource Project was
unstaffed, in part because some services registered
for LCSA MSO chose to pay two years subscription
in advance to use Community Builders transition
funds and partly because some budgeted project
expenditure has been delayed until 2011-2012.

LCSA’s main source of funding comes from the
Department of Family and Community Services
under the Sector Development Program. In
addition to our core funding LCSA carried
forward unspent funding funding for the Targeted
Capacity Building project and received new
funding from Community Builders for the
Transition Resource Project.
Membership fees also contribute to LCSA’s
income and in 2010-11 membership fees totalled
$56,542. This is a slight increase on 2009-2010
figures.
This year was the final year of LCSA’s first three
year budget cycle which has allowed a more
strategic and planned approach to LCSA’s
financial responsibilities and overall workflow
and placed LCSA in a strong financial position.
In accordance with the requirements of the

Office of Fair Trading and our funding bodies,
the financial statements in this year’s Annual
Report have been prepared in accordance with
the Australian Accounting Standards in line with
the requirements of funding bodies.
The complete audited financial statements are
included in this report and provide a more
detailed account of the overall financial position
and performance of the organisation.
I would like to thank all LCSA staff for their
commitment and responsible approach they
have applied to the fiscal care ensuring LCSA
continues to be in a stable position to move
forward into the future and be well prepared for
the challenges we face as a sector.
I would also like to nominate that members
approve the appointment of Thelma M.
MacGowan as the auditor for the 2011-12 audit.
Anna Frank
Treasurer

LCSA
Committee
2010-11
President:

Vivienne Bruce

Southlakes Carers

Vice President:

Gretchen Young

Mid Richmond Neighbourhood Centre

Secretary:

Julie Williams

Mullumbimby Neighbourhood Centre

Treasurer

Anna Frank

Hills Community Aid

Public Officer:

Anna Frank

Hills Community Aid

Ordinary Members:

Violet Roumeliotis

Metro Migrant Resource Centre

Greta Vallance

Riverwood Community Centre

Blue Mountains

Warwick Fuller

Lower Mountains Neighbourhood Centre

Central Coast

Andrew Tuck

Peninsula Community Centre

Cumberland/Prospect

Tracy Taylor

Karabi Community and Development Services

Blacktown/Baulkham Hills

Margaret Tipper

Community Resource Network

Far North Coast

Natalie Meyer

Nimbin Neighbourhood and Information Centre

Hunter

Naomi Rees

Maitland Neighbourhood Centre

Illawarra

Sharon Parker

North Kiama Neighbourhood Centre

Inner City/Inner West

Pam Marsh

Inner Sydney Council for Regional Development

Macarthur
Marrickville/Canterbury/
St George
Mid North Coast
Nepean
North East Sydney
Riverina Murray
South East NSW
South West Sydney
Sutherland
Western NSW

Lily Roberts-Everett

Camden Community Connections

Shelly Ross
Sue Butler
Robert Reynolds
Morrison Hammond
Angela Kiley
Narelle Willems
Tairyn Vergara
Karen Howell
Alison Conn

Kogarah Community Services
The Neighbourhood House Inc
Werrington Community Project
Ku-Ring-Gai Neighbourhood Centre (resigned)
Intereach Inc (resigned)
Snowy Mountains Neighbourhood Centre
The Parks Neighbourhood Centre
Menai Community Services
Wellington Information & Neighbourhood Centre

Regional Representatives:

Co-opted to the MC

There were no co-options to the Management Committee in 2010-11

The following regions did not elect representatives in 2010/11:
New England
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Audited Financial Report
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